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IIUM LIBRARY
COMMUNITY SERVICE AT MAAHAD TAHFIZ, JANDA BAIK, PAHANG

By
IIUM Library Community Service Committee

The IIUM Library opens its door on a daily basis to serve its customers. IIUM Library also offers its services to outside community through its community service programmes. Among the programmes organized was the setting up of a Mini Library at SRAI Sg Chinchin, exhibition on Wonders of Malaysia at SMK Sri Combra in conjunction with their Library Week 2011, organizing a Short Course for Kulliyyah Resource Center’s Staff and assisting SM Al Amin in organizing their Library collection.

The latest community service programme was organized on 21st December 2011 at the Maahad Tahfiz, Janda Baik, Pahang. The Maahad has been operating for 17 years and currently serves 55 students (age 12 to 20) and 5 Tahfiz teachers. IIUM Library was on hand to assist the Tahfiz in upgrading its library; ranging from logistics to reading materials.

On 21st December 2011, 43 library staff travelled to Janda Baik, Pahang to begin their work at Maahad Tahfiz. Among their tasks were cleaning and painting classrooms, tidying its perimeter, rearranging the furniture, decorating the walls and setting up the Mini Library. The area was set up with reading materials which were donated by IIUM Library staff and also from the Library’s Gift & Exchange Unit.

The IIUM Library Club (Kelab Kakitangan Perpustakaan UIAM) contributed towards the purchase of paints and brushes.

At the end of the day, the hard work of IIUM Library staff together with students and staff of the Tahfiz paid off with an upgraded library of the school, ready to be utilized.